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(Report No.1945/8B). 

(Four Core Samples. Submitted by New Occidental Gold 
Mines N.L. on 4th December, 1944.) 

~~sqr~n]~Q~ of Core:: The following geologioal notes are based 
on a brief megascopic examination of the cores by H.B. Owen, 
Geologist of 'Mineral Resources' S'urvey. 

Oore No.1: 

Hole No.: - Surface No.4. 

Inclination of Hole: Not stated. Direction of Hole: S 86°W. 

Depth of Cora: - 370 feet. 

Diameter of Oore: lilt Length of Piece Tested: 4~n. 

A soft brownish sandstone or mudstone with bedding 
well defined. Bedding planes fairly conSistently about 70 degrees 
from the long axis of the core. 

Core .N;o!,~: 

Hole No. - No.69A. 
Inclination. of Hole,: Vertical Angle 700

• Direction of Hole:S54OW. 
Depth of Core: - 645 t • 
Diameter of Core: 1 5/8". Length of Piece Tested: 12". 

A dark grey chlorit~ slate. with one prominent mineralised 
vein about 1/8" wide containing quartz and sulphides. Bedding is 
not dis.tinct tproughout. Where visible it is 5 to 35 degl"ees from 

long th~/axiS of the core. 

gore No.3: 
Hole No.: - No.70A. 

Inclination of Hole: Vertical Angle 60°. Direction of Hole:S67OW. 

Depth of Oore: 110' - 115'. 

Diameter of Core: 1 5/8t1
, ' Length of Piece Tested: 7~u. 

Similar to oore No.2, with narrow mineralised veins. 
Bedding is fairly distinot throughout the core and where visible is 
25 degrees from the long axis of the core. 

go.rEt No.~: 

Hole No.: - No.5, No.5 Level, New Cober. 

Inclination of Hole: Dip 300 • Direotion of Hole: N 482E true. 
Depth of Core: 34' - 36 t 

Diameter of Oore: J:3/l6".~ Length of Piece tested. : 14" 

A Q.!UaI'tz brecoia. with sUlphides. 
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f?&sUl ts of Tests' fo~' Magnetic Onientation and 

S,uscepti bili ty. 

The process of magnetic orientation of drill core 
of't ' . 
(a)' Experiments on the core to determine the position 
. and polari ty of' the transverse oomponent of' any 

uniform permanent magnetisation exhibited by the 
core. 

(b) The determination 'ot: the original orientation of 
the piece of oore on the basis ot: the assumption 
that the permanent magnetisation of the core was 
in the direction of the earth's magnetiC field. 

(c) The calcUlation of the strike and dip of bedding 
planes visible on the core. 

Core NO.1: The curves for this core show very small deflections 
due to induced magnetisation, with no evidence of permanent mag
netisation. 'Under the operating condi tiona of instrwnent sens
itivity and procedure the lack of permanent magnetisation effects 
means that any uniform transverse permanent magnetisation c

6
ommon 

to the whole piece of core has intensity less than 3 x 10- c.g.s. 
uni ts;. 

Tbe average induced magnetisation effect ot 0.35 
gammas gives by calculation (assuming the piece of c'ore to be a 
cylinder of intini te length unif'ormly ma~netised by induction due 
to the horizontal

6
Clomponent of' the earth s} field) a susceptibility 

value of 22 x 10- • 

qore No. g.: The c:urves for this c.ore show strong deflections but 
the magnetis~tion responsible is; not uniform in the core and i8 
apparently arising from the prominent mineralised vein which prob
ably therefore contains pyrrhotite. ResUlts of this kind cannot 
be used for magnetic orientation purposes due to the assymetrical 
arrangement and form of the magnetic material. 

The average induced magnetisation effect of 1.85 gammas 
gives a susceptibility value of' 60 x 10-6 c.g.s. units. 

QQre No.~: As in the case or Core NO.1 there is not sufficient 
permanent magnetisation in this core f'or detection with the present 
instrwnent. In this case any uniform transverse permanent magnet
isation present is less than 2 x 10-6• 

The average induced magnetisation effect of 1.1 gammas 
gives, a sus.ceptibility value of 35 x 10-6 c.g.s. units. 

qore No.!t: The curves for this core show strong, transverse perm
anent magneti~ation and they are ideal for magnetic orientation 
purposes but unfortunately in this case there is no bedding (or 
cleavage) to operate on and therefore nothing to orient. 

The average permanent magnetisation effect" 12.3 
grunmas gives, ,by calCUlation, 410 x 10-6 c.g.s. units as the value 
of the intens,i ty of the transverse permanent magnetisation. 

The average :imduced magnetisation effect of \.6.5 gammas 
gives a susceptibility value of 890 x 10-6 c.g.s. units. 

Conolus:Lons' and Remarks. 
----..-.-- ---

. The magnetic susceptibility shows the normal low 
values for sediments of the tyPe represented by cores' 1, 2 and 3 
w.ith an appreciably higher value for the breccia represented by 
Core No.4. It is likely that pyrrhotite is largely responsible 
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for this hgiher value. If this breccia is structurally related 
to orebpdies the relatively high value of its susceptibility is 
of interest in connection with any geophysical investigation 
which may be made the Cober area using the magnetic method. 

Cores No.1 and No.2. could not be oriented because 
the intensi ty of their permanent magnetisation is too low to be 
detected by the instrument now in use. It is expected that a 
new instrument giving greater sensitivity will be available in 
due course for the investigation of cores of this type. 

Core No.3 exhibits non-uniform magnetisation which 
produces curves unsuitable for core orientation. 

Co;r:ae No.4 can be satisfactorily oriented but bedding 
is not' shown so the orientation -is of no value. If cores of 
similar type can be found showing bedding it is probable that 
useful results: could be obtai: ned from them. 

It is suggested that additional specimens be submitt
·ed and in selecting them it is desirable that the following im
portant aspects be "tIorne in mind:-

1. The cores must exhibit well defined bedding or 
some structural featUre s.uch as cleavage. 

2.. The piece of core s.hould be not less than 6 inches 
in length, although experiments may be conducted on 
shorter lengths. 

3. Tbe end of the core which was uppermost (or nearest 
the drilling machine) when drilled, must be clearly 
marked, otherwise alternative ,values for strike and 
dip may be deduced from magnetic orientation r,esul ts. 

4. Core exhibiting narrow veins of pyrrhotite is; 
generally speaking, not ,suitable for magnetic orien
tation purposes'. 

5. Where there is choice of drill boles from whicb 
specimens may be selected, tbose boles drilled in or 
near to the direction of ·the earth's magnetic field 
should be avoided. At Cober the direction of the 
earth's magnetic field is to the south· about 60 
degrees from the horizontal. 

6. Cores should be plainly marked in respect of direction. 
of hole and inclination of hole using clearly under
stood ,terms.. The specimen No.2 is marked "Vetical 
Angle 700 " w.hile specimen No.4 is marked ltJ:!ip.300". 

CANBERRA, A. C. T. 
3rd February, 1945. 
------------------

(L. A. RICHARDSON) 
GEOPHYSICIST. 
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